Iris recognition algorithm based on Contourlet Transform and Entropy
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Abstract

The iris is one of the most secure biometric types of information that is widely employed in authentication systems. In this paper we present a method for iris recognition based on the Contourlet Transform and Shannon Entropy which entails (i) the detection and segmentation of the iris, (ii) its normalization, (iii) the application of the Contourlet Transform, (iv) the generation of the iris descriptor, and (v) the matching between the query iris and those in the database. The proposed method has been tested with images taken from the popular CASIA-V4 and UABIRIS v1 datasets and compared against other six recent iris recognition algorithms using the statistics EER, AUC and ARR. The results show a higher performance of the proposed method with a reduced computation time.
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1- Introduction

Biometric information is unique for every person, being different even for twins. For this reason, it is used in the majority of security and surveillance systems, as well as being widely employed nowadays in a lot of our daily use devices (e.g. phones, cars, TVs, doors, etc.), taking advantage of its physiological, non-invasive and passive characteristics.

In particular, iris recognition has become, in the last two decades, one of the most used biometrics in authentication systems, significantly increasing the efficiency and performance of recognition systems. Biologically speaking, the iris represents the colored muscle bounded by the pupil (Figure 1), which changes its size by the contraction and dilatation of the iris. This part of the eye contains a random and unique pattern of microstructures that can be used as a characteristic signature for person identification. This signature, though, can be disturbed by the upper and lower eyelids and even by the cornea [1]. Iris detection and recognition was first introduced by Flom [2] in 1987 and subsequently further explored in several research works that applied this approach to a wide range of applications [3]– [6]. For instance, in the work [7] Rai & al. proposed an algorithm for iris detection based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) and the Hamming distance. For the same purpose, Patil & al. [8] applied a 6th level of wavelet approximation. Other work proposed by Li Ma & al. [9] proposed the use of the Hough transformation and spatial filters for features extraction. Another recent work based on Displacement Information that uses a Sparse Matching Technique was proposed by Iglesias & al. in [10]. Finally,
different comparative studies have been published [11]–[13], identifying the presence of the eyelids and image noise, as well as an excessive processing time, as the main issues affecting the performance of the iris detection and recognition.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for iris recognition based on the Contourlet Transform (CT) and the Shannon Entropy, which can be divided into five steps:

1- Iris detection and segmentation.
2- Iris normalization.
3- Contourlet Transform application.
4- Features extraction.
5- Template matching.

As a contribution, the proposed method avoids the use of the complete iris information by wisely choosing the parts with higher entropy before generating a unique code through the application of the CT, in order to minimize the recognition cost, which might be excessive especially in large databases. In addition, our proposal presents a higher performance score (based on Equal Error Rate (EER), Area Under the receiver operating characteristics Curve (AUC) and Accuracy Recognition Rate (ARR) metrics) than other works presented in the literature, while keeping the processing time short enough to be usable in most real time applications, hence revealing its potential as an alternative method for iris recognition systems. Finally, and in order to assess the performance of the proposed method, a series of experimentations has been carried out using three sets of iris images taken from the CASIA-IrisV4 [14] and UBIRIS V1 [15] datasets, which include images with and without noise, and also images captured from twins.

The outline of this paper is as follows: we first describe in Section 2 the iris databases employed in this work. In section 3, we provide all the details of the proposed algorithm step by step, while section 4 presents a set of experiments designed to evaluate the performance of our proposal in different cases in comparison with other state-of-the-art iris recognition systems. Finally, we provide some conclusions about the proposed method in section 5.

![Figure 1: Front view of human eye](image)

2- The iris databases

In order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm, we have employed the CASIA dataset [14] provided by the Institute of Automation of the Chinese Academy of Science, and the UBIRIS.v1 dataset [15] from the SOCIA Lab – Soft Computing and Image Analysis Group.

CASIA is one of the most widely employed iris databases, whose latest version, named CASIA-IrisV4, was published in 2010 and is composed by six subsets: CASIA-Iris-Interval, CASIA-Iris-Lamp, CASIA-Iris-Twins, CASIA-Iris-Distance, CASIA-Iris-Thousand and CASIA-Iris-Syn. It provides more than 54k grayscale images taken under near infrared illumination (Figure 2-a) to allow the study of the iris texture, also includes a subset with images with iris from twins (Figure 2-c). The second database,
UBIRIS.v1, is composed of 1877 noisy iris images collected from 241 people (Figure 2-b), which can be used to test the algorithm robustness to the presence of noise.

The choice of these two databases was directed by the need of non-ideal iris images to evaluate the robustness of our proposal, as the images in the CASIA database present both eyelids and eyelashes that cover part of the iris, hence becoming a more challenging dataset, while the images in the UBIRIS database are corrupted with noise.

Figure 2: Iris images from (a) CASIA-Iris-Interval database. (b) UBIRIS.v1 database. (c) CASIA-Iris-Twins database.

3- Proposed Algorithm

3.1- Iris detection and segmentation

This is the first step of the procedure and involves: i) detecting and removing the pupil, ii) detecting and suppressing both the eyelashes and the eyelids, and iii) extracting the iris region, as explained next.

The pupil represents the darkest part of the human eye, whose size ranges from 1.5mm to 8mm [16] and which generally is located in the center of the eye (except in some pathological cases like Corectopia). Besides, it contains, in most of the databases, the light reflection from the acquisition system. The first step in the process of iris detection involves the detection and masking of the pupil in the image, which can be accomplished through a binarization process that exploits its high intensity nature. This process is widely used in different kind of image processing algorithms [17], [18], but it can be easily affected by a unbalanced image illumination and even with the degradation of the image quality.
A classical global thresholding method was proposed by Otsu in [19] using the intensity distribution of an image. In [20], Chen & al. proposed a multiple stage algorithm based on edge detection and the intensity information of the pixels. The authors in [21] proposed a global thresholding algorithm using integral images and the use of the mode. Another adaptive thresholding algorithm was proposed in [22], which removes the background using the mean deviation and the local mean. Finally, Singh & al [23] proposed a method which finds suitable binarization thresholds for a given image based on the local properties and the position of the pixel. These algorithms can be divided into two categories:

- **Global thresholding algorithms**: Even with an easy implementation and low computational time, this type of binarization algorithms are sensible to noise and struggle with low quality images.
- **Local thresholding algorithms**: This group can handle uneven illumination variations, but with a significant processing cost.

Local thresholding algorithms are more suitable for applications like iris recognition, where the quality of the captured image is not always satisfying. For this purpose, we applied three local thresholding methods (Chen & al, Singh & al and Romen & al.) on 300 iris images taken from the dataset presented in [24]. The performance of the three methods is evaluated on the totality of the dataset and compared to its ground-truth using the three metrics:

- **Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)**: denotes how much the processed image is similar to the ground-truth [25].
- **Misclassification Penalty Metric (MPM)**: evaluates the binarization process against the ground truth. Misclassified pixels are penalized based on their distances from the ground truth reference object's border [26].
- **Misclassification Error (ME)**: present the percentage of object pixels wrongly assigned as background pixels [27].

Figure 3 shows an example of the application of the three evaluated local thresholding methods on two iris sample images taking from the mentioned dataset (Image number 2249 and 3561), compared to the ground-truth image.

![Figure 3: Binarization process compared to the ground-truth, using three different methods: a, b) Ground-truth, c, d) Singh & al [23]. e, f) Romen & al. [22]. and g, h) Chen & al. [20].](image-url)
Table 1: PSNR, MPM, ME metrics and processing time for the tested binarization methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>MPM</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>Processing time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Resolution 640 \times 480)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen &amp; al. [20]</td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.21 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singh &amp; al. [23]</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.46 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romen &amp; al. [22]</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.66 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 1, which shows the PSNR, MPM, ME and the processing time of the three methods, the results given by Singh & al’s method are the most satisfying in term of binarization quality for pupil removal. In addition, it presents an optimal processing time compared to the other tested methods, which is an important factor when developing in such real time applications. Given these results, we have adopted this method for our application.

Once the pupil has been removed, we address the suppression of the eyelashes and the eyelids, which, in general, occlude the top and down parts of the iris region. We have employed the method proposed by Naguru [28], which eliminates the undesired parts on the upper and lower boundaries of the iris using the edge map of the gradient, and the hyperbolic Hough Transform. HT is a technique that can be used to isolate features of a particular shape [29]. The main motivation of using this technique is that the eyelashes are typically almost vertically aligned on an hyperbolic shape, so we can take only the vertical gradient points (instead of the original gray scale image) with the hyperbolic HT which has less parameters than other techniques presented for the same purpose, hence reducing the effect of the eyelids and the eyelashes when applying the circular Hough transform for iris segmentation, while reducing at the same time the processing cost of the system [11], as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Eyelids and eyelashes elimination at the top and the bottom of the iris region.

Next, once the non-relevant parts of the image have been deleted, we deal with the iris segmentation process through a combination of (i) an edge detection algorithm based on the quantum superposition law, that we proposed in [30], which achieves better performance than other edge detectors in terms of edge continuity even with the presence of noise, and (ii) the circular Hough Transform [31]. This combined process yields the center position \((a,b)\) and the radius \(r\) of both the pupil and the iris.

It is important to note that the range of radii to be found in the image depends on the employed database, being, for the CASIA database, a range between 90 and 150 pixels for the iris, and between 28 to 75 pixels for the pupil [11]. Figure 5 shows the extracted iris region in an example image from the CASIA dataset.
Even with its satisfying performance in the majority of cases, the HT method fail to deal with some special cases. The Figure 6 presents an example of the most typical failure types which are:

- A dark image (unbalanced illumination) (Figure 6.a).
- A squeezed eye (Figure 6.b).
- The eyelids match circular module (Figure 6.c).

These anomalies affect the quality of the iris detection process, which subsequently affects the recognition step of the algorithm.

3.2- Iris normalization

Now, in order to extract the most significant part of the iris regardless its size, we have applied the Daugman’s rubber sheet model [32], which maps each point from the iris region to a rectangular area (Figure 7) with polar coordinates \( r \in [0,1], \theta \in [0,2\pi] \). Thus, the transformation of the iris region image \( I(x, y) \) is given by a map:

\[
I(x(r, \theta), y(r, \theta)) \rightarrow I(r, \theta)
\]
with:

\[
\begin{align*}
x(r, \theta) &= (1 - r)x_p(\theta) + rx_i(\theta) \\
y(r, \theta) &= (1 - r)y_p(\theta) + ry_i(\theta)
\end{align*}
\]

and where \((x_p, y_p)\) and \((x_i, y_i)\) represent the iris and the pupil boundaries coordinates in the direction \(\theta\), respectively. This model also takes into consideration the pupil dilation in order to give a constant normalized iris.

![Iris normalization and enhancement](image)

**Figure 7:** Iris normalization and enhancement.

Finally, in order to take into account only the information from the iris, the black areas of the normalized image are discarded, while the iris region goes through an enhancement process using the method based on the quantum superposition law that we presented in [30]. This corrects the illumination irregularities and enhances the intensity discontinuities, which will be useful for the generation of the iris descriptor from.

### 3.3- Contourlet Transform application.

Since the iris is different for every person, we want to extract a signature (or descriptor) that makes unique the information extracted from it. To achieve this, we have used the so-called **Contourlet Transform** (CT), which was proposed by Do & Vetterli in 2002 [33], and which performs a multi-resolution, local and directional image expansion through a set of filter banks as shown in Figure 8. Thanks to its directionality and anisotropy properties, the CT can present the iris information with a small number of coefficients.
The process is as follows: the original iris image is represented as a set of multiple band-passed images, using a Laplacian pyramid [34] that generates at each level of decomposition a down sampled low pass image (a) and a band-pass image (b), which is the difference between the original image and the prediction (Figure 9), so that point discontinuities, presented by the iris tiles, can be detected. After that, we apply a set of directional filter banks DFB [35] in order to capture high frequency content as, for example, contours and edge discontinuities [36], which represent, in our case, the iris texture patterns. These steps are repeated for each band-passed in the pyramid image to obtain the multi-directional and multi-resolution decomposition of the image (Figure 10).

Figure 8: Contourlet Transform.

Figure 9: Laplacian pyramid.

Figure 10: Contourlet Transform for an iris block.
3.4- Features extraction

Since applying the CT to the whole iris image would provide too much information (some of it either redundant or not significant), we aim to extract only the most significant piece of information so that we can increase the correct recognition rate while, at the same time, reducing the computation time. For that, we have selected a set of blocks in the image that exhibit a high entropy [37] value in order to maximize the amount of information they provide and to avoid the parts with no significant iris information (black pixels). Thus, we apply the CT to four blocks of $32 \times 32$, $64 \times 64$ or $128 \times 128$ pixels (the best block size will be chosen in the experiment results section), one in each orthogonal direction (Figure 11), in order to find a compact descriptor that encompasses as much information as possible in both the adequate frequency band and in different iris directions. Finally, the frequency bands are converted to an iris descriptor (see Figure 12) that will be used in the recognition process.

![Figure 11: Extraction of four iris blocks in the 4 directions.](image1)

![Figure 12: Extracted features for two different iris images.](image2)
3.5- Template matching.

With all the above explained process, we have created a unique descriptor that represents the iris unambiguously. This descriptor can be used to make a decision by finding a corresponding iris within a database of iris descriptors. For that, we compute the Euclidean distance, which achieves good results in biometric recognition systems, especially regarding iris and facial characteristics [38], [39]. Using the Euclidean distance is a general matching approach, typically employed in mathematical geometry, which yields a distance of zero for an identical match between the query iris and those in the database.

As a summary, all the steps of the proposed algorithm is presented on the diagram below:

![Diagram of the proposed method](image)

Figure 13: Diagram of the proposed method.

4- Experimental results.

In order to test the proposed algorithm, we first apply it with the CASIA-Iris-Interval database, which contains the iris images of 249 subjects with a total of 2639 images [14], and then with the UBIRIS database, containing 1877 noisy images collected from 241 eyes [15]. We have compared the results with the method proposed by Masek [11], Daugmana [32], Radu [40], Mira [41] and Radman [42] using the EER, AUC and ARR statistics. The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Before that, an experimentation using different block sizes (as mentioned in Section 3.4) is carried out to empirically find the adequate block size for this application. The idea is to find a compromise between having sufficient information to generate a unique iris code while incurring in minimum computational time and process cost. Table 2 below shows the recognition rate of our proposal, for the CASIA iris Interval database, using different block sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASIA-Iris-Interval</th>
<th>Recognition Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 x 32</td>
<td>97.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 x 64</td>
<td>99.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 x 128</td>
<td>95.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Recognition rate using different block sizes.

Given the results, we have used 64 x 64 blocks for the rest of the experiments, which gives the best results in term of recognition rate.

Table 3: Comparison between the proposed method and other algorithms applied on CASIA Database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EER %</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR %</td>
<td>90.09</td>
<td>98.95</td>
<td>98.88</td>
<td>99.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Comparison between the proposed method and other algorithms applied on UBIRIS Database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UBIRIS</th>
<th>Radu [40]</th>
<th>Radman [42]</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EER %</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td><strong>1.21</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR %</td>
<td>99.23</td>
<td>97.36</td>
<td><strong>99.52</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides, since the iris is an epigenetic phenotypic feature (which means that even twins have their unique iris information), the matching process should also work with image of iris captured from twins. This case has also been tested with the CASIA-Iris-Twins database (Figure 14), which contains iris images of 100 pairs of twins [14]. The table below show the ARR value of the proposed algorithm compared to the algorithm proposed by Mohd [43] applied on the CASIA twin database.

Table 5: Comparison between the proposed method and Mohd [43] algorithms applied on CASIA Twins Database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASIA-Iris-Twins</th>
<th>Mohd [43]</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EER %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>1.21</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR %</td>
<td>99.47</td>
<td><strong>99.81</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Segmented iris images of two twins (CASIA-Iris-Twins Database).

Finally, a system based on iris detection and recognition, apart from being robust, should also run in a time short enough to be usable for real applications, i.e. the computational time should be as low as possible. In our tests, our proposal recognizes an iris from a database of 60 images in 3.16 seconds, including all stages of the process, using MATLAB 2018b in an Intel Xeon CPU, 3.50 GHz with 8 GB of RAM, divided as follow:

Table 6: Computational time of each part of the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Average Time (in Seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil removing</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelids removing</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris segmentation</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement process</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features extraction</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template matching</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.16 s</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5- Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for iris recognition that is robust against noise and which outperforms the performance of other recent techniques in the literature. Its computation burden is low enough to make it usable in real applications. The proposed algorithm analyzes the detected iris in order to extract a unique iris signature using the Contourlet Transform and the Shannon Entropy. The generated descriptor can be then compared against a database of iris codes through the Euclidean distance, yielding a matching score employed to make a decision about the existence or not of the iris in the database.

To situate our work to other researches, we have made a comparative study with six other algorithms for iris recognition, using EER, ARR and AUC statistics, and a set of popular, publicly available, iris datasets achieving highest performance at a reduced computational time even with images affected by noise. Our proposal has also been validated as part of a secure access system for our agricultural robots we present in [44]. As future work, we will exploit the obtained results to design an electronic card specifically dedicated to a multiuser authentication system, for agricultural applications, based on iris recognition.
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